
 

 

Solterra Landscape Chemical Applications 

Spring and Summer Applications 

These are the links to the labels and Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for all products that Schultz is planning to 

use within the turf grass areas and the rock beds at Solterra. 

SpeedZone:  Used for broadleaf weed control in turf grass areas. It treats difficult weeds like clover.  

SpeedZone Label   SpeedZone SDS 

Trimec 1000:  Used as a post emergent selective pesticide used to control broadleaf weeds in turf grass 

areas.  Schultz switches to a 2,4-D and Dicamba blend later in the summer when the dandelions have been 

controlled, and we need to control thistle and clover.  This product is only used in spot spraying. 

Trimec 1000 Label   Trimec 1000 SDS 

22-0-6 Pro Pendi .75:  This is a fertilizer blend containing Pendimethalin.  Pendimethalin is a pre-emergent 

herbicide used to help suppress invasive grassy weeds like “crabgrass” 

Please keep children and pets out of flagged areas 

22-0-6 Pro Pendi .75 Label  22-0-6 Pro Pendi .75 SDS 

Defy Amine 2,4-D:  This is a post emergent selective pesticide used to control broadleaf weeds in turf and 

native grass areas.  Schultz uses this product by itself because of its low volatility and lessened 

environmental impact.  This product is used May to July.  This product is generally used once in a broadcast 

application and then followed up with spot applications. 

DEFY Amine 4 Label   DEFY Amine 4 SDS 

Quinclorac 75 DF SP: This is a post emergent selective pesticide used to control invasive grassy weeds 

like “crabgrass”.  This product is used once per season in a spot treatment. 

Quinclorac 75 DF SP Label  Quinclorac 75 DF MSDS 

Tomahawk 4:  This is a glyphosate product.  This is used in hardscape and bed areas to control all undesired 

plant material.  It is used only in spot spraying, but used regularly throughout the season. 

Tomahawk 4 Label   Tomahawk 4 SDS 

https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/speedzone-label.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/speedzone-sds.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/trimec_1000_label.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/trimec_1000_sds.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/22-0-6_pro_pendi__75_label.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/22-0-6_pro_pendi__75_sds.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/defy_amine_4_label.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/defy_amine_4_sds.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/quinclorac_75_df_sp_label.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/quinclorac_75_df_msds.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/tomahawk_4_label.pdf
https://www.solterra-connect.com/uploads/2/3/8/0/23806366/tomahawk_4_sds.pdf

